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Dose-coloured designs with large circles used for lithographic SAM structuring
Both designs are composed of circles 400 nm or 200 nm in diameter. The spacing between the circles is 1 μm in the horizontal and vertical directions. In addition, the applied electron dose rises from bottom (0× base dose) to top (200× base dose) in steps of 5× base dose. 
Theoretical calculations of primary electron pathways
Theoretical calculations of the pathways of primary electrons (PE) at energies of 2 keV show that a fraction of electrons is able to pass through 40 nm of SiO 2 (see Figure S3 ).
Nevertheless, it is not necessary to adjust the applied electron dose known from previous experiments, because the reduction is mainly induced by low energy secondary electrons (SEs) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Since these low energy SEs can leave the substrate from a depth within the range of a just few nanometres, the thickness reduction of the SiO 2 layer does not need to be compensated [6] . 
Dose-coloured design for pointwise irradiation with single-exposure dots
This design uses 400 nm circles on the outside as a guide (pitch and dose scaling similar to the design shown in Figure S1 ). The middle part is composed of an array of single irradiation points (horizontal and vertical pitch 100 nm with dose scaling equal to outer guiding circles). 
Generation of thiol patterns on other oxides
In general, it is possible to silanise various other oxides, e.g., ITO, SnO 2 , TiO 2 , using wetchemical approaches [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] 
